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Why would a computer need

to use natural language?

Why would anyone want to 

talk to a computer?
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• Computer as autonomous agent.

Has to talk and understand like a human.
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• Computer as servant.

Has to take orders.
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• Computer 

as personal 

assistant.

Has to take 

orders.
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• Computer as researcher.

Needs to read and listen to everything.
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• Computer as researcher.

Brings us the information we need.
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Find me a well-rated hotel in or near 

Stockholm where the food is good, 

but not one that has any complaints 

about noise.



• Computer as researcher.

Brings us the information we need.
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Did people in 1878 really speak like the 

characters in True Grit?



• Computer as researcher.

Brings us the information we need.
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Is it true that if you turn a guinea pig 

upside down, its eyes will fall out?



• Computer as researcher.

Organizes the information we need.
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Please write a 500-

word essay for me on 

“Why trees are important 

to our environment”.

And also write a 

thank-you note to my 

grandma for the 

birthday present.



• Computer as researcher.

Wins television game shows.
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IBM’s Watson on Jeopardy!, 16 February 2011

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJptrlCVDHI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y2wQQ-xSE4s



• Computer as language expert.

Translates our communications.
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• Input:

Spoken

Written

• Output:

An action

A document or artifact 

Some chosen text or speech

Some newly composed text or speech
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Intelligent language

processing
• Document applications

Searching for documents by meaning

Summarizing documents

Answering questions 

Extracting information 

Content and authorship analysis

Helping language learners

Helping people with disabilities

…
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Example: Early detection of Alzheimer’s

• Look for deterioration in complexity of 

vocabulary and syntax.

• Study:  Compare three British writers
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Iris Murdoch          P.D. James    Agatha Christie
Died of Alzheimer’s               No Alzheimer’s                   Suspected 
Alzheimer’s



n.s.

Rise, p < .01

Rise, p < .01

Increase in short-distance 

word repetition
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Speech recognition

for dysarthria
• Use articulation data to improve speech 

recognition for people with speech 

disabilities

• Created large database of dysarthric 

speech and articulation data for study
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Language Change through Time
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- Disney Dynamics (Randle & Hanson, 2013)



Mathematics of 

syntax and language
• Fowler’s algorithm (2009): first quasi-

polynomial time algorithm for parsing 

with Lambek categorial grammars

• McDonald’s algorithm (2005): novel 

dependency-grammar parsing algorithm 

based upon minimum spanning trees

• Parsing in freer-word-order languages
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Knowledge 

representation 

and reasoning
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Computational linguistics  1

• Anything that brings together computers and 
human languages …

• … using knowledge about the structure and 
meaning of language (i.e., not just string processing).

• The dream: “The linguistic computer”.

• Human-like competence in language.
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Computational linguistics  2

• The development of computational models 
with natural language as input and/or output.

• Goal:  A set of tools for processing 
language (semi-) automatically:

• To access linguistic information easily and to 
transform it — e.g., summarize, translate, ….

• To facilitate communication with a machine.

• “NLP”: Natural language processing.
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• Use of computational models in the study of 
natural language.

• Goal:  A scientific theory of communication 
by language:

• To understand the structure of language and its 
use as a complex computational system.

• To develop the data structures and algorithms that 
can implement/approximate that system.

Computational linguistics  3
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• Emphasis on large-scale NLP applications.

• Combines: language processing and machine 
learning.

• Availability of large text corpora, development 
of statistical methods.

• Combines: grammatical theories and actual 
language use.

• Embedding structure into known problem 
spaces (especially with neural networks).

• Combines: statistical pattern recognition and some 
relatively simple linguistic knowledge.

Current research trends
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• “Grammars“

• “Parsing”

• “Language Models”

• Resolving "syntactic" ambiguities

• Determining "argument structure"

• Lexical semantics, resolving word-sense 
ambiguities

• “Compositional” semantics

• Understanding pronoun reference

Focus of this course  1
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• Current methods

• Integrating statistical knowledge into grammars 
and parsing algorithms.

• Using text corpora as sources of linguistic 
knowledge.

Focus of this course  2



Not included 
• Machine translation, text classification, 

information retrieval…*

• Graph-theoretic and spectral methods%

• Speech recognition and synthesis*¶

• Cognitively based methods§^

• Semantic inference,% semantic change/drift^

• Understanding dialogues and conversations¶

• Bias, fake news detection, ethics in NLP$

* CSC 401 / 2511. % CSC 2517.    ¶ CSC 2518. § CSC 2540. ^ CSC 2611.    $csc 2528.
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